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The Chopra CFPB Arrives with a Warning to Big Tech

Rohit Chopra, the newly confirmed director of the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (CFPB), and his team have announced their first formal inquiry, marking 
the beginning of an enforcement agenda that many in the financial services industry 
predict will test the boundaries of the organization’s power. The Dodd–Frank Act states 
that the CFPB’s mission is to implement and enforce federal consumer financial laws; 
and to ensure that markets for consumer financial services and products are fair, 
transparent, and competitive. 

the CFPB announcedOn October 21,  an inquiry  into six Big Tech payment platforms and a 
study of two Chinese payments platforms.1 The companies include some of the top technology 
firms in the world:

The announcement should not come as a surprise based on recent attempts by Congress to 
rein in the power of Big Tech and Chopra’s reputation as a consumer advocate who is frequently 
tough on technology companies. This is probably just the beginning, and we project similar 
inquiries will start happening with smaller entities. 

The CFPB does not oversee these technology companies directly, but has the statutory 
authority to order participants in the payments market to provide information that will 
allow the CFPB to monitor for risks to consumers. While interacting with the CFPB is new 
for Big Tech, the banking and servicing industry has been subject to the Bureau’s oversight 
and enforcement for over a decade. The industry has spent the post-2008 financial crisis 
world working on implementing compliance management systems, policies and procedures, 
staffing, business controls, and significant testing oversight programs aimed at identifying 
and preventing compliance violations and consumer harm. Many of these programs have 
come at a significant expense to the companies that implemented them. Those that have not 
often were made examples of through enforcement.

1 CFPB, “Statement of the Director Regarding the CFPB’s Inquiry into Big Tech Payment Platforms” (October 21, 2021). 
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_section-1022_directors-statement_2021-10.pdf 

1. Google

2. Apple

3. Facebook

4. Amazon

5. Square

6. Paypal

7. Wechat Pay (Chinese)

8. Alipay (Chinese)
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The CFPB announcement should be seen as a major warning shot to Big Tech. The inquiry 
is intended to help inform regulators and policymakers about the future of the US payments 
system. The CFPB also stated: “Chinese giants Alipay and WeChat Pay are part of broader super 
apps that touch multiple parts of a consumer’s life and until recently were actively seeking 
to expand their presence in the US market.”2 The CFPB will use the information gathered 
to better understand the practices of the largest technology companies in the world, and it 
will have implications for smaller fintechs as the Bureau learns how to better understand 
technology companies, their products, types of customer data collected and sold, and the 
business models behind them. 

The issues at the heart of the CFPB’s inquiry include:

 – Are the companies operating payments platforms in a manner that interferes with the 
fair, transparent, and competitive markets?

 – Are they using their scale/market power to tax market participants?

 – Will small business be forced/coerced into participating on the platform(s) for fear of 
being suppressed or hidden in search engines/product searches?

 – If the tech companies enter a market other providers are on, will the other providers be 
removed or disadvantaged?

 – What factors will these tech companies use when disqualifying or delisting an 
individual or business from participating on the platform?

The CFPB also noted that it was seeking to understand how payment platforms adhere to 
consumer protections, including management of complaints, disputes, and errors.

This is not the CFPB of Cordray, Kraninger, or Mulvaney. Chopra is setting up an ambitious 
inquiry with a focus on anticompetitive behavior, data harvesting and monetization, data 
privacy, and access restrictions and user choice. If the previous CFPB focus on mortgage and 
other consumer finance products is any indication, we are about to see significant changes to 
payments technology provider oversight and enforcement. 

2  CFPB, “CFPB Orders Tech Giants to Turn Over Information on their Payment System Plans” (October 21, 2021). https://
www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/cfpb-orders-tech-giants-to-turn-over-information-on-their-payment-
system-plans/ 
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The inquiry covers the period between January 1, 2019, through September 30, 2021, and 
includes a broad range of requests. There are a total of seven areas with requests detailed in 
the inquiry order. Highlights include:

A. Products: information on specific payment products offered by each company, 
including features of the products; ways in which products are marketed to 
consumers and businesses; fees that may be charged to consumers and businesses, 
including any discounts/promotions/benefits offered to encourage product 
use performance indicators, including measuring use/engagement/revenue; 
plans for evolving the product over time; and decks/memos/reports and other 
documentation used in product development. 

B. Data Harvesting: information about the data that each company collects and 
retains as a result of consumers’ use of their products, the kinds of data that each 
company generates from this product use data, the purposes associated with 
the harvesting of different data fields, whether data is directly attributable to a 
consumer or anonymized (and, if data is anonymized, what techniques are used to 
do so), and data retention policies and schedules.

C. Data Use and Monetization: information on how each company monetizes the 
product data described above, including by improving service delivery to customers 
of the products, by selling the data directly, and by selling advertising or other 
targeted content based on attributes derived from the data, and how the magnitude 
of those attributes was calculated; and revenues from selling data and any revenue 
projections relating to the selling of consumer data used by the product executive. 

D. Access Restrictions: information on the policies each company uses to manage 
access to their products for consumers and commercial entities; whether and how 
each company encourages or requires users of other company products or services 
to use a specific payments product; how each company manages third-party 
involvement in product delivery; and the steps that each company takes to increase 
consumer use of its product relative to other payment products by restricting 
consumer access to such alternative payments products.

E. Select Consumer Protections: information on how each company addresses a 
number of aspects of consumer protection, including disclosures, consent, and 
other protections with respect to data practices about their products; the detection 
of fraudulent activities in connection with their products; methods for consumer 
users to address issues and problems concerning products (complaints and all 
associated categories/subcategories); fraud detection; the impact (if any) age has 
on what data is collected; and whether data is collected or generated on race, color, 
national origin, sex, or marital status.
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F. Usage Data/Metrics: product-use metrics and related information, including 
metrics on total number of users, users with at least one transaction, total gross 
revenue, total dollar transaction volume, and total number of transactions; and 
detailed complaint data, including total complaints volumes, average time to 
resolve complaints, volumes by complaints channel, refunds resulting from 
complaints, and any specific information available regarding notice or errors or 
billing errors. 

G. Organizational Structure: information about the organizational structure of 
the company, including management structure, locations, any product owners/
executives, and any plans to change the structure or locations in the future.

The previous decade of enforcement provides key lessons for Big Tech, including:

1. CFPB penalties and fines differ for matters that are negligent versus intentional. 
There is no getting off for either, although intentional carries more severe penalties. 

2. the CFPB often finds issues with data and complaints, which many times are 
symptoms of an operating environment that does not have the appropriate 
compliance management system in place.

3. Being proactive, self-identifying issues, and moving quickly to remediate or 
implement a plan for remediation is key.

4. Self-disclosing issues can benefit businesses that are working to fix things. Always 
work with your counsel and advisors before doing so.

5. Having a third-party review is a great way to measure CFPB exam readiness and 
prepare for the CFPB’s inevitable return. Often, it is cheaper to prepare in advance 
versus ending up in enforcement, which can cost millions.

BRG experts have significant experience on CFPB matters, including serving as the independent 
consultant on multiple consent orders where we assessed compliance with CFPB 
requirements and helped companies to remediate their issues and ultimately meet the 
expectations of the Bureau. 

If you are looking to understand your potential risks in the new areas the CFPB is focused on, 
call us today. 

Below are some select areas in which we can help:

1. CFPB exam readiness assessments
2. Data-privacy expertise
3. Customer complaints analysis  

and benchmarking 
4. Antitrust/anticompetitive  

business practices
5. Compliance management system enhancements

6. Marketing and sales practices assessments 
7. Machine learning/artificial intelligence audits for  

decisioning models
8. Fraud/anomaly detection using machine learning
9. Regulatory technology and process automation 
10. Financial crime (Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money 

laundering)
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About Berkeley Research Group
Berkeley Research Group, LLC (BRG) is a global consulting firm that helps leading organizations 
advance in three key areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and performance 
improvement and advisory. Headquartered in California with offices around the world, we are 
an integrated group of experts, industry leaders, academics, data scientists, and professionals 
working beyond borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise to deliver the 
inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next. Visit 
thinkbrg.com for more information. 
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